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A Snapshot
of Emotional Well-Being
in Orange County
during COVID-19

Results from the OC COVID-19 Surveys

OC COVID-19 SURVEYS: WHY?
Assess emotional well-being of OC residents
during COVID-19 pandemic (Nov–Dec 2020)

Assist the HCA in anticipating the potential
impact of the pandemic on mental health

Help improve responsiveness of county
behavioral health services
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OC COVID-19 SURVEYS: WHAT?
COVID-19 Related Items:
Adapted from CDC survey

Distress Items:

Kessler-6 (adults); Pediatric Symptom Checklist-17

Checklists on:
Coping Strategies, Healthcare Access, Barriers
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OC COVID-19 SURVEYS: WHO?
Any Orange County adult ages 18+ years old
or adult parent of a child ages 4-17 years

If 1+ child in household, parent asked to
report on child “most affected” by COVID

Fluent in Arabic, English, Farsi, Khmer, Korean,
Mandarin Chinese, Spanish, Vietnamese
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OC COVID-19 Surveys: SUMMARY
• COVID-19 has taken its toll on Orange County adults’ well-being:
• over 1/2 reporting high levels of stress or anger,
• 1/3 reporting increased or new use of substances or gambling,
• over 1/4 reporting an elevated level of serious psychological distress, and
• nearly 1/3 indicating they were having a “very” or “extremely” difficult time coping during the pandemic
• Orange County parents similarly noted that their children’s well-being was affected during COVID-19:
• approximately 1/5 of children exhibiting elevated levels of disruptive behavior and
• nearly 1/2 experiencing elevated sadness or worry
• Fortunately, Orange County residents have been resilient, with an overwhelming number having stayed connected with their
friends, family or social network and relying on them as a resource for maintaining their well-being during the pandemic (78%
adults, 62% youth/parents).
• About 1/4 each of adults and children/parents also sought help from a healthcare professional for their stress or emotions
during the pandemic, with the majority who tried having successfully connected with a therapist or a physician.
• Nevertheless, Orange County residents still face multiple barriers when trying to connect to mental health care (28% adults,
18% children/parents), with some of the most common challenges being lack of insurance or an ability to pay, inconvenient or
delayed appointment times and uncertainty over who to call.

• Less than 5% of adults or parents/youth had used a warmline, hotline or crisis line, suggesting a potential area for improved
6
outreach and marketing.

2021
Community Engagement Meetings:
Summary of Process and Findings

MHSA STRATEGIC PRIORITIES
• Mental Health Awareness
& Stigma Reduction

Community Stakeholder Input
on Needs and Strategies

• Suicide Prevention
• Access to Behavioral
Health Services

• The HCA partnered with a diverse group of
community-based organizations (CBO’s) to cohost Community Engagement Meetings (CEMs)
with clients, consumers and family members
• The purpose was to hear their recommendations
on how to continue to advance Orange County’s
Strategic Priorities for the current MHSA ThreeYear Plan (FY 2020-21 through FY 2022-23)
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CBO PARTNERS IN 2021 CEMS
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2021 CEM Outreach to Priority Populations
CEM (n=21 meetings)

# Registered
(n=480)

Children

TAY

Adults

Older Adults

X

X

Additional Population Characteristics

Arabic/Muslim Community

8

Parents/Families (in Spanish)

8

BHS Consumers

31

X

X

HCA Peers

12

X

X

Cambodian Community

16

X

X

Asian/Pacific Islander

Chinese Community

6

X

X

Asian/Pacific Islander

Filipino Community

5

X

X

Asian/Pacific Islander

Family Resource Centers of OC

61

Korean Community

8

LatinX Transwomen

28

LGBTQ Community

6

X

X

LGBTIQ

LGBTQ Community (in Spanish)

4

X

X

LGBTIQ, Latino/Hispanic

LGBTQ Community (in Vietnamese/English)

6

X

X

LGBTIQ, Asian/Pacific Islander

Older Adults (two meetings*)
Parent Partners

X

X

X

Latino/Hispanic

X

Latino/Hispanic
X

Permanent Supportive Housing Residents
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Persons In Recovery

41

Veterans / Military-Connected Families

30

Vietnamese Community

107

Wellness Center Members

30

X

Asian/Pacific Islander
LGBTIQ, Latino/Hispanic

26 / 31
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Persons In Recovery w/ SUD

X
X

X
X

X

X

Persons in Recovery, (Homeless Individuals)

X

Persons in Recovery w/ SUD

X

X

X

Veterans

X

X

X

Asian/Pacific Islander

X

* Two meetings facilitated in English, both of which supported Farsi-speaking individuals and one of which supported Khmer-speaking individuals through interpreters
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Input received in
the 2021 CEMs

Breakout sessions gathered input from
Consumers, Clients and Family Members
on two areas that covered all three MHSA
Strategic Priorities:

1
2

14

BREAKOUT SESSION 1:
Strategies programs can use to improve
outreach, advertising and messaging on
mental health and suicide prevention in
diverse communities
BREAKOUT SESSION 2:
Strategies programs can use to make mental
health services more welcoming and easier to
connect with, especially for individuals from
unserved communities
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Collecting input
from Clients,
Consumers and
Family Members

• A pair of CBO staff joined meeting participants in each Zoom
breakout room
• One staff facilitated the group’s discussion of the structured
questions, and another took notes documenting the themes
and main points discussed
• The breakout rooms were not audio recorded to encourage
open discussion
• Following the CEM, CBO staff submitted their notes
summarizing their group’s discussion through an online
MHSA Post-CEM Summary survey
• 61 surveys were returned and feedback was analyzed and
synthesized according to themes
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2021 Provider Engagement
Meeting (PEM)

Corresponds to CEM Breakout Room 2:
Strategies to Improve Access

Breakout Room Questions

Corresponds to CEM Breakout Room 1:
Strategies to Improve Awareness
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2021 CEM:
Analysis of Feedback
(Advertising and Outreach Strategies)

Prompts

Most Effective
Advertising and
Outreach Strategies

Least Effective
Advertising and
Outreach Strategies

• Social Media, Television, and Events/Fairs were rated as the top
three most effective advertising and outreach strategies overall

• Maps on to what participants reported in pre-CEM polling as the
most common places where they remember seeing an ad

• Emails, Bus Shelter Ads, Newspapers, and Billboards were rated
as among the least effective advertising and outreach strategies
overall, with some age group differences for Newspapers
• Maps on to low endorsement in pre-CEM polling as a place where
they remember seeing an ad
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Prompt
Are certain ways of advertising/promoting
better at reaching people of different ages, backgrounds, etc.?

SOCIAL MEDIA
(YOUNGER ADULTS)

TV, RADIO & NEWSPAPERS
(BILINGUAL & OLDER ADULTS)

COMMUNITY CENTERS
(OLDER ADULTS)
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Prompt
What would make an ad
something you would remember
or want to learn more about?*

Prompt
Are some ways of
advertising/promoting better suited
for certain types of messages/
information than others?
REPRESENTATION & CULTURALLY
APPROPRIATE MESSAGING

SIMPLE WORDING FROM
COMMUNITY OF INTEREST
APPROPRIATE &
REPRESENTATIVE LANGUAGE

SHORT & PRECISE
CONTENT

SPECIFIC RESOURCES

POSITIVE MESSAGING
REFLECTED IN WORDS
& IMAGES

GOOD VISUALS &
COLOR
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* Strategies & suggestions here were also discussed as part of “Improving Access” discussion “What would be most helpful to someone from my community in overcoming barriers like these?”

Language:
Positive, Simple, Clear
• Simplify reading level (n = 15)
• Reduce stigmatization of material
• Use slogans / phrases
• Focus on encouraging phrases:
•
•
•
•

"It's never too late to reach out for help.“
"You've worked so hard until now.“
"Let's do this together."
"Don't give up."

Lengthy emails, including spam, can be ignored or missed
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New PEI Expenditures Proposed as a Result of the CPPP
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from pg 12 of DRAFT MHSA Annual Plan Update for FY 2021-22

2021 CEM:
Analysis of Feedback
(Clinic Environment)

Prompt
What types of changes or
improvements would make it easier
for my community to connect with
services, including telehealth?

• Have more services and outreach locations
• Provide services in the consumers’ preferred language
and be culturally responsive/reflective of the
communities served
• Increase collaborative or group activities
• i.e., Subgroup collaboration, community activities
and

“Avoid sterile, hospital-like relationships and
counseling spaces that may be intimidating to
disclose personal information. Create a more
welcoming and home-like atmosphere.“
– CEM participant
21

22
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New CSS Expenditures Proposed as a Result of the CPPP: #2
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from pg 8 of DRAFT MHSA Annual Plan Update for FY 2021-22

2021 CEM:
Analysis of Feedback
(Telehealth Access & Digital Literacy)

Prompts:
What would be most helpful to someone from my
community in overcoming barriers like these?*
What types of changes or improvements would
make it easier for my community to connect with
services, including telehealth?

• Include a hybrid of telehealth and in-person services
• n = 241 hybrid services and n = 35 telehealth only out of 454
CEM registrants (n=92 w/ no preference)

• Provide technology upskilling and improved access
•
•
•
•

Learning and navigating technology
Enhancing digital literacy and digital health literacy
Improving access to computers internet, Wi-Fi and tech support
Providing telehealth access at Wellness Centers

* Identified Barriers:
1) Stigma
2) Preference for face-to-face services (compared to telehealth during COVID)
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Prompt
What strategies have you tried to address one or more of these challenges?
i.e., improving skills/comfort/privacy during virtual services

Which approaches worked? Didn’t work?

WORKED

DIDN’T WORK

Training staff on mobile
technology, telehealth, and other
remote service options

Merely providing devices
(i.e., headsets, phones) due to
issues with privacy and Wi-fi
access

Scheduling one-on-one meetings
with up-to-date information and
in a combination of synchronous
(i.e., live) & asynchronous formats

Using a one-size-fits-all approach
with both the language and the
content itself;
All material should be
population-specific
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Prompt
Of the strategies discussed and/or considered,
what are you interested in trying?

Demonstrate the use of technology in both live and
asynchronous sessions to teach the necessary steps
in accessing the various platforms
Improve tele-visits platforms (i.e., platforms that
have chat, video, and audio functionality)
Increase collaboration between organizations and
diverse individuals
i.e., Connect older adults with students or interns
Emphasize cultural and linguistic competency of staff
members through workforce education and training
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Prompt
Are there barriers that you or your organization might face
trying to implement these preferred strategies?

For consumers who cannot meet through
video, offering text or chat options is one
alternative
Language, representation and cultural
barriers as mentioned in the CEM findings
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New CSS Expenditures Proposed as a Result of the CPPP: #1
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from pg 7 of DRAFT MHSA Annual Plan Update for FY 2021-22

Proposed Updates
to FY 2021-22
MHSA Component
Budgets
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Initially presented at March 15, 2021 MHSA Steering Committee meeting
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Initially presented at March 15, 2021 MHSA Steering Committee meeting
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Approved in 3YP
FY 2020-21
$155,088,175
FY 2021-22
$164,627,171

Proposed Update
$158,785,110

FY 2022-23*
$165,320,336

Projected Balance
$26,089,149

* FY 2022-23 Budget as reported in the approved 3YP.
Does not reflect potential changes resulting from proposed FY 2021-22 updates.

COMMUNITY SERVICES & SUPPORTS

34

CSS
ACCESS &
LINKAGE TO
TREATMENT

CRISIS
PREVENTION
& SUPPORT

PROGRAM

ORIGINAL PROPOSED UPDATE

MODIFIED PROPOSED UPDATE

per presentation on March 15, 2021; see Appendix II

as reflected in Exhibit A FY 2021-22 Budget Grids

BHS Outreach & Engagement

Transfer all costs to PEI (~$2.6m CSS savings annually)

No change from March 15, 2021 budget worksheet

Recovery Open Access

Right-size and increase annual budget to $2.6m

No change from March 15, 2021 budget worksheet

Crisis Residential Services
(CRS)

Net decrease of $265k due to: Delaying expansion of
Children’s Crisis Residential Program for 6 months to start
of FY 2021-22; Maintaining CYBH-managed TAY CRS beds
at 6 rather than expanding to 12 (this provider’s services
were significantly under-utilized by TAY relative to those
offered by the AOABH-operated CRS provider, thus
planned expansion not proceeding); and Increasing
budget due to lease costs at Anita Be Well Campus

No decrease to CRS budget. Remain level at
$11,280,845 and instead encumber the $265k net
savings for psychiatrist to support CRS; depending
on how long candidate search and hiring process
goes, funds may be spent in later FY.
In addition, should DHCS release requirements for
children’s Psychiatric Residential Treatment
Facilities (PRTF), additional unencumbered CSS
funds (above $265k in originally proposed savings)
may be used to expand CRS for children’s PRTF
beds
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from pgs 5-6 of DRAFT MHSA Annual Plan Update for FY 2021-22

CSS

PROGRAM

ORIGINAL PROPOSED UPDATE

MODIFIED PROPOSED UPDATE

per presentation on March 15, 2021; see Appendix II

as reflected in Exhibit A FY 2021-22 Budget Grids

Time-limited decrease to account for decreased
Children & Youth Clinic Services expenditures resulting from COVID-19 impacts and related
delays impacting start-up

CLINIC
EXPANSION

No change from March 15, 2021 budget
worksheet. However, should start-up go faster
than anticipated, available CSS funds may be
added during FY 21/22 if demand for services
exceeds proposed budget

Services for the Short-Term
Residential Therapeutic
Program (STRTP)

Time-limited decrease so budget better reflects savings
accrued during lengthy DHCS licensure/approval process
that results in significant delays before services can be
offered

No change from March 15, 2021 budget worksheet

Outpatient Recovery

Decrease to right-size, including savings from vacancies

No change from March 15, 2021 budget worksheet

as a result of services having been transitioned to
Integrated Community Services Retire
CalOptima during FY 2019-2020

No change from March 15, 2021 budget worksheet

Telehealth/Virtual Behavioral
Health Care

In response to community feedback, reinstate new
program, with program implementation and ramp
Cancel implementation of new program offering telehealth up including needs assessment and initial focus on
and virtual behavioral health care solutions
increasing digital literacy and digital health literacy
both of consumers and service providers
(see description under NEW CSS EXPENDITURES)

Full Service Partnership (FSP)

No decrease to combined FSP budget; remain level
funding at ~$53.8m, adding $500k to each age
Overall decrease of $2m due to 1) right-sizing TAY provider group (Children increased to ~$11.6m, TAY level at
budget and 2) a time-limited decrease in the Adult Housing ~$8.2m, Adult increased to ~$30.3m, Older Adult
FSP provider budget resulting from reduced expenditures
increased to ~$3.7m) so several providers that
during program ramp up combined with use of alternative recently began operating at full capacity can
funding
continue to serve participants at an appropriate,
reduced FSP-caseload. Actual adjustments may
vary depending on need.

Program for Assertive
Community Treatment (PACT)

On-going increase to cover increased staffing for Older
Adult team, enhanced flexible funding for non-billable
services that support the “Whatever It Takes” intervention
model, and after-hours coverage

FSP / PACT

No change from March 15, 2021 budget worksheet
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CSS
SUPPORTIVE
SERVICES

ADMIN

PROGRAM

ORIGINAL PROPOSED UPDATE
per presentation on March 15, 2021; see Appendix II

MODIFIED PROPOSED UPDATE
as reflected in Exhibit A FY 2021-22 Budget Grids

CSS Housing

On-going increase to cover increase in staff salaries covered
by MOU with OCCR that were the result of recent labor
negotiations

No change from March 15, 2021 budget
worksheet

Mentoring Program for
Children and Youth

Retire program due to multiple factors, including challenges
with ability to demonstrate program efficacy; youth and
parents will continue to receive peer/parent partner support
through the Peer Mentoring and Parent Partner Support
program

No change from March 15, 2021 budget
worksheet

CSS Administrative Costs

Net increase of $71k to transition CSS programs into OC
Navigator, the digital tool being developed as part of the BH
System Transformation INN Project. Funds will also support
development of automated/electronic features designed to
increase productivity and operational efficiency (i.e.,
electronic bed board for CSUs, CRS, etc.; dashboards,
reports; integration with HCA EHR, etc.)

In response to community feedback, add
additional, time-limited funds, in an amount
not to exceed $400k, for BHS facility
improvements
(see description under NEW CSS
EXPENDITURES)
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from pgs 5-6 of DRAFT MHSA Annual Plan Update for FY 2021-22

Approved in 3YP
FY 2020-21
$155,088,175
FY 2021-22
$164,627,171

Proposed Update*
$158,785,110

FY 2022-23*
$165,320,336

Projected Balance*
$26,089,149

* FY 2022-23 Budget as reported in the approved 3YP.
Does not reflect potential changes resulting from proposed FY 2021-22 updates.

COMMUNITY SERVICES & SUPPORTS
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FY 2020-21
$47,061,483

Approved in 3YP
FY 2021-22
$49,286,926
Proposed Update
$56,144,101

FY 2022-23*
$40,988,101
Projected Balance
$15,024,304

* FY 2022-23 Budget as reported in the approved 3YP.
Does not reflect potential changes resulting from proposed FY 2021-22 updates.
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Initially presented at March 15, 2021 MHSA Steering Committee meeting
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PEI
MH AWARENESS
& STIGMA
REDUCTION

PREVENTION

PROGRAM

ORIGINAL PROPOSED UPDATE

MODIFIED PROPOSED UPDATE

per presentation on March 15, 2021; see Appendix II

as reflected in Exhibit A FY 2021-22 Budget Grids

MH Community Education
Events for Reducing Stigma and No proposed change
Discrimination

Time-limited increase of $319k to FY 21-22
budget, resulting in a total budget of $1.2m
with set-aside for Veteran-specific event (see
description under NEW PEI EXPENDITURES)

Outreach for Increasing
Recognition of Early Signs of
Mental Illness

Time-limited net decrease due to impact of COVID-19
and restrictions/limitations on large events/mass
gatherings

In response to community feedback, increase
by ~$2.7million
(see description under NEW PEI
EXPENDITURES)

School Readiness

Decrease due to one provider contract not being
renewed

No change from March 15, 2021 budget
worksheet

Parent Education Services

Increase Parent Education Services using funds from
School Readiness budget reduction to provide support to
families with children ages 0-8 years

No change from March 15, 2021 budget
worksheet

Children's Support & Parenting Decrease due to savings from vacancies and temporary
staff re-deployments to other programs in response to
Program
COVID-19

No change from March 15, 2021 budget
worksheet

School-Based Health
Intervention & Support

Reduce back to on-going budget level due to ending of
time-limited expansion using carryover funds

No change from March 15, 2021 budget
worksheet

School-Based Stress
Management Services

Following the retirement of the provider’s Subject Matter
Expert, discontinue standalone program and continue to
provide mindfulness training for students/school staff
through BH Training Services

No change from March 15, 2021 budget
worksheet

from pgs 10-11 of DRAFT MHSA Annual Plan Update for FY 2021-22
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ORIGINAL PROPOSED UPDATE

MODIFIED PROPOSED UPDATE

per presentation on March 15, 2021; see Appendix II

as reflected in Exhibit A FY 2021-22 Budget Grids

OC Links

In response to Board Directive for HCA to create a 24/7
Behavioral Health Line, OC Links budget increased by
$1.2m annually to cover 24/7 expansion including crisis
calls and dispatch

Add a total of $3m ($1.8 additional) to cover additional
staffing needs beyond what was first projected when
program shifted to 24/7 operations, as well as countywide marketing campaign advertising the BHS single
access line; per CEM/community feedback, ensure that
materials are tailored/customized to the specific target
audiences (language, images, culture, etc)

BHS Outreach and Engagement

On-going increase to cover shift of program MHSArelated costs to be covered entirely by PEI (rather than
being shared with CSS; other funding sources also being
used)

No change from March 15, 2021 budget worksheet

Warmline

On-going increase to cover increased staffing costs due to
services being increased to 24/7 and time-limited
increase to cover increased lease costs at Anita Be Well
Campus

On-going increase by $500k to improve staffing/shift
coverage now that program has shifted to 24/7
operations, bringing total budget to $2 million

PEI

ACCESS &
LINKAGE TO
TREATMENT

CRISIS
PREVENTION
& SUPPORT

PROGRAM

Suicide Prevention Services

No proposed change

Increase ongoing budget of contracted provider by
$500k in response to community need, and increase ongoing budget by additional $1million to implement
programming through the BHS Office of Suicide
Prevention, established in response to Board Directive
(see description under NEW PEI EXPENDITURES)

from pgs 10-11 of DRAFT MHSA Annual Plan Update for FY 2021-22
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ORIGINAL PROPOSED UPDATE

MODIFIED PROPOSED UPDATE

per presentation on March 15, 2021; see Appendix II

as reflected in Exhibit A FY 2021-22 Budget Grids

OC Links

In response to Board Directive for HCA to create a 24/7
Behavioral Health Line, OC Links budget increased by
$1.2m annually to cover 24/7 expansion including crisis
calls and dispatch

Add a total of $3m ($1.8 additional) to cover additional
staffing needs beyond what was first projected when
program shifted to 24/7 operations, as well as countywide marketing campaign advertising the BHS single
access line; per CEM/community feedback, ensure that
materials are tailored/customized to the specific target
audiences (language, images, culture, etc)

BHS Outreach and Engagement

On-going increase to cover shift of program MHSArelated costs to be covered entirely by PEI (rather than
being shared with CSS; other funding sources also being
used)

No change from March 15, 2021 budget worksheet

Warmline

On-going increase to cover increased staffing costs due to
services being increased to 24/7 and time-limited
increase to cover increased lease costs at Anita Be Well
Campus

On-going increase by $500k to improve staffing/shift
coverage now that program has shifted to 24/7
operations, bringing total budget to $2 million

PEI

ACCESS &
LINKAGE TO
TREATMENT

CRISIS
PREVENTION
& SUPPORT

PROGRAM

Suicide Prevention Services

No proposed change

Increase ongoing budget of contracted provider by
$500k in response to community need, and increase ongoing budget by additional $1million to implement
programming through the BHS Office of Suicide
Prevention, established in response to Board Directive
(see description under NEW PEI EXPENDITURES)

from pgs 10-11 of DRAFT MHSA Annual Plan Update for FY 2021-22
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New PEI Expenditures per a Board Directive
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from pg 12 of DRAFT MHSA Annual Plan Update for FY 2021-22

PEI

PROGRAM

EARLY
INTERVENTION
OUTPATIENT
SUPPORTIVE
SERVICES

ADMIN

ORIGINAL PROPOSED UPDATE

MODIFIED PROPOSED UPDATE

(per presentation on March 15, 2021; see Appendix II)

(as reflected in Exhibit A FY 2021-22 Budget Grids)

On-going decrease of PEI funds due to anticipated MediCal revenue generation

No decrease; keep level PEI funding due to
unanticipated effect of Medi-Cal billing process resulting
in reduced referrals to program

OC CREW

On-going decrease of PEI funds due to anticipated MediCal revenue generation

Adjust projected PEI savings from $204k to $50k due to
lower than anticipated Medi-Cal revenue as program
readjusts to new billing requirements.
In contrast to SB MHS, OC CREW not experiencing same
impact on referrals after beginning to bill Medi-Cal

Transportation

Time-limited decrease, resulting from impact of COVID19 on delaying start-up of program in PEI

No change from March 15, 2021 budget worksheet.
However, available PEI funds may be added during FY
21/22 if demand for transportation exceeds current
proposed budget

PEI Administrative Costs

Net increase of $600k to transition PEI programs into OC
Navigator, the digital tool being developed as part of the
BH System Transformation INN Project. Funds will also
support development of automated/electronic features
designed to increase productivity and operational
efficiency (i.e., electronic bed board for CSUs, CRS, etc.;
dashboards, reports; integration with HCA EHR, etc.)

No change from March 15, 2021 budget worksheet

School-Based Mental Health Services (SB
MHS)
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FY 2020-21
$47,061,483

Approved in 3YP
FY 2021-22
$49,286,926
Proposed Update
$56,144,101

FY 2022-23*
$40,988,101
Projected Balance*
$15,024,304

* FY 2022-23 Budget as reported in the approved 3YP.
Does not reflect potential changes resulting from proposed FY 2021-22 updates.
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FY 2020-21
$18,346,360

Approved in 3YP
FY 2021-22
$9,009,773

FY 2022-23
$2,042,071

Update

Projected Balance

$10,999,190

$28,402,693

Updated amount includes adding into the FY 2021-22 Innovation budget
the final year of MHSOAC-approved funding for the Continuum of Care for
Veterans and Military Families project.
In addition, Community planning for potential projects is currently
underway or in the queue to begin in the next few months; projected
ending available balance subject to change if any ideas are approved

INNOVATION
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Approved in 3YP
FY 2020-21
$6,216,634

FY 2021-22
$5,219,984

Proposed Update
No change

FY 2022-23
$5,296,662

WORKFORCE EDUCATION & TRAINING
55

Approved in 3YP
FY 2020-21
$12,519,749
FY 2021-22
$8,840,752
FY 2022-23
$8,966,158

Proposed Update
$16,307,384
Adding funds to cover costs
of transitioning County BHS
EHR functions to the Cerner
cloud, which will become
necessary over the next year
due to a shift in the Cerner
business model

CAPITAL FACILITIES & TECHNOLOGICAL NEEDS

56

Estimated Total Three-Year Budget
FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22

FY 2022-23

$239,232,401

$236,984,606

$222,613, 328

Proposed Update
$247,455,769
57

8 People Responded

9 Substantive
Submissions

30-Day Public Comment Period
May 2, 2021 – June 1, 2021
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*** Please refer to accompanying PDFs of public comments received and responses from HCA staff ***
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Navigating the
FY 2020-21
Annual Plan
Update online
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